The picture of vortex centers aids understanding of resonances with infinite lifetimes (optical bound states in the continuum) and shows how their robustness arises from their topological properties.
The existence of bound states in the continuum (BICs) was first proposed in quantum mechanics by von Neumann and Wigner in 1929 for the Schrödinger equation. 1 The energies of these unusual solutions are high enough to escape to infinity; however, instead of having an extended mode profile they remain spatially bounded. In the field of optics, many studies have focused on developing analytical or numerical optical BIC solutions for the Maxwell equations, observing them experimentally, and understanding them. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] However, two questions remain unanswered so far. First, what is the fundamental nature of this unusual type of solution? Second, what is the mechanism that allows the BICs to exist in a robust manner?
We have observed optical BICs in photonic crystal slabs, 10 which are dielectric slabs with a periodically modulated refractive index at the wavelength scale surrounded by air or a low-index medium: see Figure 1 (b). The periodic modulation alters the dispersion relation of light and gives rise to photonic bands-see Figure 1 (a)-analogous to electronic band structures in solids. In general, for modes above the light line, light is allowed to escape from the surface of the slab. Consequently, these modes are constantly losing energy and always have finite lifetimes. However, exceptions (BICs) exist, where light is perfectly confined in the slab-see Figure 1 Optical BICs in photonic crystal slabs were first predicted to exist at isolated high-symmetry wavevectors. 2 This type of BIC does not couple to radiation due to the symmetry mismatch between their mode profiles and those of the radiation continuum. Recently, we have observed a new type of BIC that can exist at arbitrary wavevectors and is therefore unprotected by symmetry: see Figure 1 (c). 9 Although they seem drastically different from each other, we found that these two types of BICs share the same origin and can even interact with one another in a simple and direct manner. 11 A very simple physical picture can explain BICs: they are vortex centers of polarization directions. Above the light line, there are radiation modes to which all modes of photonic crystal slabs can couple. However, the polarization direction must be determined before the mode can actually couple out. For each mode, its polarization direction cannot differ too much from its neighboring points, since the mode profile changes continuously. If all neighboring points are pointing at similar directions-see Figure 2 (a)-the mode in the middle has no problem determining its polarization direction. However, if the neighboring points form vortices-see Figure 2 (b)-the polarization direction of the mode in the middle cannot be determined, and, consequently, the mode cannot radiate out and becomes a BIC.
Vortices are topological defects in two dimensions. They differ from ordinary defects in that their existence solely depends on the boundary conditions. For example, topological defects in one dimension are nodal points of a continuous function (points where the value of the function is 0). As we know, if the value of the function is positive at point A, while negative at point B, there must be nodal points (topological defects) between point A and point B. Local variation of this function can only move this nodal point to the left or right, but this topological defect cannot be removed as long as the boundary condition is fixed. A similar mechanism also explains why BICs, as vortex centers, exist in such a robust way.
A simple way to label topological defects is with topological charges, which for BICs depend on how the polarization direction winds around the center. We examine our first example from Figure 1 further: there are five BICs shown as five bright spots in the radiative lifetime plot: see Figure 3(a) . By plotting the distribution of polarization directions-see Figure 3 (b)-we see five vortices at the same position as the BICs. Furthermore, depending on detailed information around each BIC, we label the topological charge they carry: the one at the center is with charge 1, while the four off-center are with charge C1. Topological charges of BICs are quantized and conserved quantities with many important implications. 11 Based on our work, 11 there are a few theoretical directions we will now explore. Is it possible to unify all kinds of bound states in the continuum of electrons, photons, and phonons into this picture of topological defects? So far most of the effort exploring BICs is in linear systems. Solitons, which are a completely different phenomenon, come from the interplay between nonlinearity and dispersion, but they are also viewed as topological defects. Is it possible to build a more direct connection between these two distant physical phenomena? We believe this work is only the start of our understanding of this seemingly mysterious phenomenon of BICs.
